Don't miss this lecture by one of the
greatest minds of our generation…

JARED DIAMOND
Sunday, February 28 at 2:00 pm
Beckman Auditorium, Caltech

Natural Experiments of History
Some central questions in the natural and social sciences can’t be
answered by controlled laboratory experiments, often considered
to be the hallmark of the scientific method. This impossibility
holds for any science concerned with the past. In addition, many
manipulative experiments, while possible, would be considered
immoral or illegal. One has to devise other methods of
observing, describing, and explaining the world. Jared Diamond,
author of the Pulitzer-prize winning Guns, Germs, and Steel and
the bestselling work in environmental history Collapse, here
reveals for the first time his methodology in the applied use of natural experiments and the
comparative method. In this lecture based on his new edited volume, Natural Experiments
of History, Diamond presents eight comparative studies drawn from history, archaeology,
economics, economic history, geography, and political science. The studies cover a spectrum
of approaches, ranging from a non-quantitative narrative style to quantitative statistical
analyses. The studies range from a simple two-way comparison of Haiti and the Dominican
Republic, which share the island of Hispaniola, to comparisons of 81 Pacific islands and 233
areas of India. The societies discussed are contemporary ones, literate societies of recent
centuries, and non-literate past societies.
NOTE Tickets may be purchased in advance through the Caltech ticket office: 626-395-4652,

$18.00 General Public. This is a special event held in Beckman auditorium on the Caltech

student group
discount rates

campus in Pasadena, California. Dowload a map and directions from www.skeptic.com/map

call 626-794-3119

12–5, Monday–Friday, or at the door. $12.00 Skeptics Society members and students;

presented by

SKEPTICS SOCIETY & SKEPTIC MAGAZINE
Promoting Science and Critical Thinking

PO Box 338
Altadena, CA, 91001
626-794-3119 (phone)
626-794-1301 (fax)
skepticssociety@skeptic.com

